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Francisca
Rosaire Appel
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Last Words
Sacha Archer
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I’m Going Places
Maddy Koifish
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War Child
Carrie Connel-Gripp

However                    pretty 
                        life
For
                    the invalid and maimed
[          ]
                                     blamed
[          ]
          cut off,                      let go.
[          ]
    then
[          ]
                     there is little
[          ]
                    appetite for lies
      Satan 
[          ]
‘s
    blood
                           deed     word
Acknowledge
In vain
[          ]
                                  cleave 
    human lives
[          ]
         stripped
[          ]
Shorn                                left bare
[          ]
It is    awful
                   to be
                            human
[          ]
   melancholy
[          ]
Upon a       bastion
          of slaughtered men,
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Of murdered women,
[          ]
A        child
[          ]
                  lulled in bloody rest.

[Lord Byron, Don Juan – Canto the Eighth – LXXXV-XCI]
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Most Species
Laura Desiano
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Psychological Evaluation
Allissa Hertz
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The Difference with Mushrooms
Jenne Kaivo
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Gettysburg Rewrite
Josh Lefkowitz

Gettysburg Rewrite 

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation, 
conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived 
and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle-field of that war. We have come 
to dedicate a portion of that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that 
that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. 

But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we can not hallow -- this 
ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggledhere, have consecrated it, far above our 
poor power to add or detract. The world will little note,nor long remember what we say here, but 
it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the 
unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us 
to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us -- that from these honored dead we 
take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion -- that 
we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, 
shall have a new birth of freedom -- and that government of the people, by the people, for the 
people, shall not perish from the earth. 
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Poem in which I Rip a Line from Whitman
Christopher McGoff

I perceive I have not really understood any I
I perceive I have not really understood any ocean
I perceive I have not really understood any life
I perceive I have not really understood any shores
I perceive I have not really understood any Paumanok
I perceive I have not really understood any horse and sibilant
I perceive I have not really understood any mother
I perceive I have not really understood any castaways 
I perceive I have not really understood any autumn 
I perceive I have not really understood any day 
I perceive I have not really understood any southward
I perceive I have not really understood any electric self
I perceive I have not really understood any pride
I perceive I have not really understood any poems
I perceive I have not really understood any sediment
I perceive I have not really understood any water 
I perceive I have not really understood any land
I perceive I have not really understood any globe
I perceive I have not really understood any eyes
I perceive I have not really understood any south 
I perceive I have not really understood any windrows
I perceive I have not really understood any chaff
I perceive I have not really understood any straw 
I perceive I have not really understood any splinters of wood
I perceive I have not really understood any weeds 
I perceive I have not really understood any sea-gluten
I perceive I have not really understood any scum
I perceive I have not really understood any scales
I perceive I have not really understood any rocks
I perceive I have not really understood any leaves  
I perceive I have not really understood any salt-lettuce 
I perceive I have not really understood any tides
I perceive I have not really understood any sound
I perceive I have not really understood any waves
I perceive I have not really understood any other side of me 
I perceive I have not really understood any thought of likenesses 
I perceive I have not really understood any fish-shaped island 
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I perceive I have not really understood any types
I perceive I have not really understood any list
I perceive I have not really understood any dirge
I perceive I have not really understood any voices 
I perceive I have not really understood any men
I perceive I have not really understood any women
I perceive I have not really understood any breezes
I perceive I have not really understood any me 
I perceive I have not really understood any drift
I perceive I have not really understood any sands
I perceive I have not really understood any leaves 
I perceive I have not really understood any earth 
I perceive I have not really understood any mouth
I perceive I have not really understood any blab 
I perceive I have not really understood any echoes 
I perceive I have not really understood any idea 
I perceive I have not really understood any signs 
I perceive I have not really understood any bows
I perceive I have not really understood any peals 
I perceive I have not really understood any laughter
I perceive I have not really understood any word 
I perceive I have not really understood any silence 
I perceive I have not really understood any songs
I perceive I have not really understood any sand
I perceive I have not really understood any beach
I perceive I have not really understood any thing 
I perceive I have not really understood any object
I perceive I have not really understood any man 
I perceive I have not really understood any Nature
I perceive I have not really understood any sight  
I perceive I have not really understood any oceans
I perceive I have not really understood any shreds 
I perceive I have not really understood any you
I perceive I have not really understood any all
I perceive I have not really understood any trails 
I perceive I have not really understood any debris 
I perceive I have not really understood any father 
I perceive I have not really understood any float
I perceive I have not really understood any wrecks
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I perceive I have not really understood any breast  
I perceive I have not really understood any answer
I perceive I have not really understood any kiss
I perceive I have not really understood any lips
I perceive I have not really understood any secret 
I perceive I have not really understood any of the murmuring I envy 
I perceive I have not really understood any flow
I perceive I have not really understood any moaning
I perceive I have not really understood any cry 
I perceive I have not really understood any castaways 
I perceive I have not really understood any feet
I perceive I have not really understood any phantom
I perceive I have not really understood any corpses
I perceive I have not really understood any froth
I perceive I have not really understood any bubbles
I perceive I have not really understood any ooze 
I perceive I have not really understood any prismatic colors
I perceive I have not really understood any tufts of straw
I perceive I have not really understood any fragments
I perceive I have not really understood any moods
I perceive I have not really understood any storm
I perceive I have not really understood any calm
I perceive I have not really understood any darkness
I perceive I have not really understood any swell
I perceive I have not really understood any musing
I perceive I have not really understood any pondering
I perceive I have not really understood any breath
I perceive I have not really understood any tear 
I perceive I have not really understood any liquid 
I perceive I have not really understood any soil
I perceive I have not really understood any fathomless workings
I perceive I have not really understood any blossom 
I perceive I have not really understood any waves 
I perceive I have not really understood any blare of cloud-trumpets
I perceive I have not really understood any feet

And that no man ever can
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Looking for Meaning
KB Nelson

say ak ak ak
say coo       wild
          cu cu
say so mo             reading
          po so ding

say little
         thick flicker
             fiddle
say the name
       the place the soil
       the bones       sing
              whistle
       the words     weave when we weep

speak mourn split
      sleep

step grow tell
     rise carry

joyful spirit, feed on the names
  the tongues 
      the stories

the meaning.

erasure from Cara-Lyn Morgan’s “born at night,” Room, vol. 37.4
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The End of Life
Paula Puolakka
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Miró’s Triptych 
Margaret Rozga
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Miró’s Tripych

I.

The 1960s

discover blue,

(A pair of parentheses 

keep energy from escaping

in two different directions

toward different shades.

Thin lines drift

diagonally.

Sharp red

contrasts

blurred

spots.

Sturdy beams 

pulsate and vibrate

the inner cosmic night).

open imagination.

II.

the 1960s 

deepening blue
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unmistakable energy

full of movements 

turning viewers   

totally blue

blue complex 

and intricate 

III.

blue keeping blue
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Woman was Found
Miranda Sun

woman went busy

young road, early home

she never arrived. fell asleep

   full of her disappearance.

I was in my final year.

Time obsessively spent my childhood. I

 spent nights drinking

younger versions of myself.

  Cows found the body. Beaten. Opened

 to the bone. Throat in the grass. Face in

every magazine in the city.

Nothing else.

Men on an impulse:

They hadn’t even planned it. Death

terrified the country. 

Dark suburban streets, but for luck,

 have been our own.

Found in the bush--Sydney Road--neighbouring 

lane--trunk of his car--Melbourne--a hole

--side of the road--buried--photographs.



 Early morning exhumed

her body. 

  She couldn’t have been found

 anywhere 

else.

Grief marched in the streets.

 

  I: opposite: I

began night later longer reckless

I drank blackout let my phone die

One where I was I 

did not expect home.

Erased from Madeleine Watts’s “Section VIII: Wrong Place, Wrong Time” 

in “Leave No Trace”
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Go To Sleep
Madeleine Seltzer
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larder (n.)
Shloka Shankar
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Not Your Angel
Sharon Trumpy
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June Funeral
Lisa Wiley

—erasure from The Kansas City Star June 21, 2018

The service began with The First Noel
because she was born on Christmas Eve
her middle name Noel.

It ended with 1,000 voices singing Danny Boy
honoring her Irish heritage.

Those gathered to remember her 
not for her cheery handbags but more for 
who she was on the inside: 

kind, funny, affectionate, an unpretentious soul.
Battling severe depression and anxiety.

The Catholic mass began with an announcement
Kate’s 89-year-old father had died
the night before surrounded by family.

Heartbroken over the recent death 
of his daughter.

Spade’s remains sat in a large, eggshell white urn
flanked by a long row of coral charm peonies.
A gorgeous, gorgeous service…the childness of her.
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rosaireappel.blogspot.com. Instagram: @Rappelx

Sacha Archer is a Canadian writer who’s work ranges from concrete/
visual poetry to event poems to generative texts and beyond.  

Maddy Koifish (d.Koi) is an enigma from the high county of Colorado 
that has chosen to settle into the conglomerate that is the Boulder Basin. 
They produce music under the Freakshow Studios Label and write (or 
unwrite) poetry in their free time. You can find them on Instagram, or at 
the Innisfree bookstore open mic on Tuesday nights.
Instagram: @followthekoifish

Carrie Connel-Gripp is a poet and fiction writer living in London, Ontario, 
Canada, with two poetry chapbooks:  A Day in Pieces (2013) and Persona 
Grata (2016) published by Harmonia Press. Twitter: @clconnelgripp

Laura Desiano author of the chapbook Braiding the Storm (Finishing Line 
Press, 2012), lives in San Francisco with her partner, son, and two house-
plants. Twitter & Instagram: @laurathepoet

Allissa Hertz is a poet, editor, and technical writer in Denver, CO. 
Instagram: @simplyallissa

Jenne Kaivo lives in California, where she likes to look at the ground and 
all the small things it holds. Instagram: @Jenne_Kaivo, @AnglerfishWords

Josh Lefkowitz has had poems and essays published in The New York 
Times, Electric Literature, The Millions, The Rumpus, and many other 
places online and in print. Twitter and Instagram: @jelefko

Christopher McGoff lives and writes in Cumberland, MD. Twitter and 
Instagram: @Seasurface

KB Nelson is a writer of poetry and speculative fiction who thrives in 
the intersection of art and science.
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Paula Puolakka (MA, History of Science and Ideas) is an award-winning 
Beat poet and writer.

Current Wisconsin Poet Laureate Margaret Rozga has published four 
books of poetry, including Pestiferous Questions: A Life in Poems.

Miranda Sun is nineteen years old and has had her work nationally 
recognized by the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, and published 
in TRACK//FOUR, The Claremont Review, Sobotka, Body Without 
Organs, YARN, and more. Twitter: @heregoesthesun, Instagram: @
themirandasun

Madeleine Seltzer is an ally, a feminist, an advocate, and activist. She 
is a non-traditional student studying English Literature and Women and 
Gender Studies at CU Boulder and is passionate about social justice 
through storytelling.

Shloka Shankar is a freelance writer and visual artist from Bangalore, 
India. She loves experimenting with Japanese short-forms and found 
poetry alike. A Best of the Net nominee, her poems have most recently 
appeared in #FemkuMag, weird laburnum, Petrichor, Under the Basho, 
One Sentence Poems, and so on. Shloka is the founding editor of the 
literary & arts journal Sonic Boom and its imprint Yavanika, and one 
of the Assistant Editors of Human/Kind Journal. Twitter: @shloks89 
Instagram: @shloks23

Sharon Trumpy is a teacher by day and a Sharpie poet by night. 
Instagram: @SharpiePoet

Lisa Wiley teaches Creative Writing at SUNY Erie Community College in 
Buffalo, NY.  She is the author of three chapbooks of poetry including 
Chamber Music (Finishing Line Press, 2013). Twitter: @wileymoz
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